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ABSTRACT
Eye tracking is known in usability and psychology studies and of-
ten used mainly in laboratories for research related to human visual
system, cognitive process, and human-computer interaction. To our
knowledge, there has been no eye tracking technology so far that
can be used widely in everyday life since eye tracking is suffering
from slow local computation of huge data aggregation and analysis
that are preventing it from online processing and pervasive usage.
We believe that cloud computing can overcome slow local compu-
tation and speed up eye tracking applications.
The main purpose of this thesis is to leverage cloud computing
infrastructure for eye tracking research firstly and gradually to its
real life usage. First of all, we propose a cloud-based architecture
(EyeCloud) in which real-time eye tracking applications can be de-
ployed. Secondly, we present designs of three sample applications
that are installed successfully on the proposed system: online fixa-
tion detection, real-time heatmap rendering from many eye track-
ers, and classification based on eye movement features. Finally,
evaluation of the three applications compared to local processing
is given, and benefits and limitations of the cloud computing ap-
proach is discussed as well.
Keywords: eye tracking, cloud computing, heatmap, visualization, real-
time, fixation, classification
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1 Introduction
1.1 OVERVIEW
Eye tracking is defined as a process of determining where one is
looking at on a stimulus, by using eye tracking equipment. Based
on eye movements, we can follow paths of attention to show insight
into what the observer found interesting and how the stimulus was
perceived. Recently, eye tracking has been receiving more attention,
especially after debuting of Google glasses [1] - a wearable device
showing the first sign that eye tracking technology might be coming
to be used in real life. Traditionally, however, eye tracking is known
as usability and psychology testing and hence often used mainly in
laboratories for researches related to visual system, cognitive pro-
cess, and human-computer interaction [2, 3].
There are two main reasons of why eye-tracking has been used
in laboratories. Firstly, eye tracking devices are still a little bit big
for portability and require compulsory settings such as calibration
and stimuli that are set up at correct position, although eye tracking
glass products [4,5] are small enough to bring ubiquitously outside.
Secondly, eye tracking is suffering from slow local computation of
huge data aggregation and analysis that are preventing it from on-
line processing and pervasive usage [6, 7].
To our knowledge, there has been no eye tracking technology so
far that can be used widely in everyday life. Although eye tracking
is used widely for human-computer interaction and usability re-
search, it seems that, except researchers, nobody understands what
is eye tracking and its benefit. Google glasses [1] is promising to be
integrated with eye tracking infrared cameras, but currently Google
has just filed its gaze tracking system to US patent for unlocking a
screen using eye tracking information [8]. It is time for eye track-
ing technology to escape from laboratory environment and applied
widely in the wild [9].
Cloud computing and storage in which resource and computa-
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tion tasks can be accessed, controlled, and processed through the
global Internet is becoming increasingly popular. Also, cloud envi-
ronment users can be provisioned with computation resources such
as RAM memory and CPU speed as much as they require [10]. In-
stead of installing new hardware, building new servers and keep-
ing maintenance periodically, users can rent everything on demand,
pay as you go, and lease when you need and release promptly when
you do not need computation and memory resources.
Many research fields such as video, image, and speech pro-
cessing as well as machine learning and human-robot interaction
currently investigate the feasibility and benefits of cloud solutions
[11]: Pereira’s [12] implementation can reduce total encoding time
for a 2-hour video from 7.5 hours to 2 minutes on Amazon EC2
[13]; Moise [14] system can handle 100 million images for fast re-
trieval; A human-robot interactive system of Chen [11] based on
cloud computing can provide human-robot operation interfaces in-
cluding speech recognition, face identification, and text to speech at
the same time. Cloud computing as a concept has also been already
introduced in the eye-tracking community [9], however, practical
implementations have not been reported and evaluated yet.
The main purpose of this thesis work is to leverage cloud com-
puting infrastructure for eye tracking research firstly and gradually
to its real life usage. First of all, we propose a cloud-based architec-
ture in which real-time eye tracking applications can be deployed.
Secondly, we present designs of three example applications that are
installed successfully on the proposed system. Finally, evaluation
of the three applications compared to local processing is given, and
benefits and limitations of the cloud computing approach is dis-
cussed as well.
1.2 MOTIVATION
The study of eye movements was started more than 100 years ago
before the appearance of computers [15]. The first research raised
an important question from the reading behaviour aspect on which
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words of a reading stimulus did the eye stop and how long a stop
happened that is called fixations currently. However, the early stud-
ies of attention only conducted simple ocular observations due to
technological limitations. The field of eye movement research had
grown to involve more interdisciplinary subjects. Until the using of
computers, psychologists and neuroscientists were still individuals
working on eye tracking researching. They employed eye move-
ment to study cognitive processes in learning, memory, and atten-
tion [16].
In recent twenty years, computers have become increasingly
popular that raises necessity of human-computer interaction study,
so eye tracking is gradually used more widely as a effective mean
of studying user behaviour and usability of computer interfaces
and interacting with computers as medium of human-computer di-
alogue. For example, the physiological and perceptual impact of in-
teraction can be discovered based on objective data provided from
eye movement information.
Research applications of eye tracking are various and highly
promising: Tobii introduced a new way of human-computer inter-
action using eye tracking technology for disabled people whose eye
is the only way of communication with computer [17]; eye move-
ment data is used for creating better graphic display by automati-
cally adjusting resolution and colours, and real-time eye movement
data is employed to make artificial or smart dialogues with comput-
ers and adaptive user interface. For usability, eye tracking is used
commonly for testing of software, websites, mobile devices, phys-
ical devices, computer games, and smart TV [18]. Based on eye
movement experiments, the quality of products can be improved
significantly to attract more users from the first glance [3, 19].
Nevertheless, there has been no market product of those promis-
ing research works used widely in practice yet [16,20]. Eye tracking
glasses of SMI [4] is portable, but currently, it supports only record-
ing for research purposes. A recent patent of Google that allows
Google glass users to unlock their screen by using eye movement [8]
reveals a possibility that eye tracking technology will come to end
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users in a mass product.
There are two principal challenges of eye tracking research in
human-computer interaction: retrospective and real-time eye track-
ing analyses [3]. The purpose of retrospective analysis is to find
appropriate ways to interpret or visualize recorded eye movement
data. These applications are typically offline processing and used to
analyse user behaviour and usability. Besides, in learning contexts,
users can watch again theirs or someone else’s gaze points from eye
tracking data. For example, based on gaze video, a novice has an
opportunity to observe an expert’s behaviour [21].
On the other hand, real-time eye tracking analysis is more de-
manding for fast and correct human-computer interaction: eye move-
ment data is recorded and streamed online to the user-computer
dialogue, for example, the disabled have chance to control smart
objects around them by using their eyes [17]; eye tracking enables
adaptive interfaces that can adapt according to what users need in
real-time such as clicking, zooming, and scrolling. However, due to
limitations of computation hardware, real-time processing for eye
tracking is challenging to achieve and is requiring more research in
speeding up eye tracking data analysis. Fast response requires fast
processing.
Large data volume recorded from eye trackers is also preventing
from real-time processing. With high recording frequency devices
such as Tobii TX300 [22] and SMI iView X Hi-Speed [23], in one sec-
ond we can receive 300-1250 eye movement coordinates. In one full
day of recording, data size of a eye-tracker can reach to more than
100 millions of coordinates and other parameters. In order to store
all of data everyday for retrospective analysis, we need different
storage models rather than the traditional one on local hard disks
that is ineffective for searching and managing. Moreover, eye track-
ing data includes not only text file containing coordinates, pupil
sizes, distance, event, etc. but also media files such as images and
videos. A single computer does not fit to store and manage large-
scale data of eye tracking experiments for retrospective analyses.
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1.3 RESEARCH PROBLEMS
For eye tracking experiments, Tobii studio [24], SMI BeGaze [25],
and Ogama [26] are popular software for analysis of eye track-
ing data. Their evaluation and visualization tools are commonly
available right after the recordings become available. Such tools
provide valuable insights into the recorded gaze behavior. How-
ever, computational demands of eye-tracking data processing and
visualization tasks are already high and will further increase with
the durations of recordings and number of participants. The soft-
ware can handle experiments whose length is shorter than one-two
hours, but they will run slowly when recording time increases to
five hours or one day.
Once eye-tracking becomes pervasive and used widely, process-
ing of data from multiple participants and eye-trackers concurrently
will increase the computational load beyond the resources of a sin-
gle computer. Already today the analytical outputs, for example,
heatmap rendering and classification, need to be created offline
with long rendering and preparation times [2, 7, 27]. However,
several scenarios cannot wait for prolonged post-processing. For
example, participants of remote video conferences would benefit
from gaze enhanced interaction immediately during the conference,
rather than just received post-hoc gaze-replay videos.
Regarding computation tasks of eye tracking data analysis, we
concern the three mostly used ones: fixation detection, heatmap vi-
sualization, and classification. Fixation detection that is the most
fundamental translation from raw data does not require too much
computation, but it is only true for one eye tracker. However,
when the number of eye trackers increases to hundreds or thousand
of devices, it is not sure that local computation can handle well.
Heatmap is one of the most demanding visualisation tool of gaze
behaviour because it can show which parts were received much at-
tention or how many users were looking at that is considered as hot
zones. Moreover, viewers can see the big pictures with patterns and
trends hidden in the data from heatmap. Nevertheless, rendering
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heatmap online is still a challenge, especially for dynamic stimuli.
For classification tasks consisting of fixation and saccade detection,
feature extraction, prediction model, and proactive GUI, real-time
processing is difficult to obtain on a single computer.
1.4 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The problems of slow computation and aggregation of data from
multiple eye trackers are clear. We propose a system architecture
leveraging cloud computing that enables eye tracking experiments
to process in real-time multiple sources of gaze data concurrently.
This system is targeted for large-scale gaze data aggregated and
implemented using a distributed computing architecture.
On the proposed architecture, we deploy three applications re-
lated to fixation detection, heat map visualisation, and eye track-
ing data classification. For fixation detection, data from hundreds
and thousand of eye trackers is aggregated to our system, fixation
computation is distributed to each machine node, and the result of
fixation points is returned.
One of the demanding analyses for eye-tracking data is heat
map visualization. While heatmap algorithms are algorithmically
simple, the rendering time depends on the volume of gaze data and
size of stimulus. Our approach is to aggregate multiple sources of
eye trackers, divide gaze data into smaller units, and then process
them into each single machine of a cloud cluster. The heatmap
results can be accessed in real-time. For classification tasks, we
build a chain of fixation and saccade detection, feature extraction,
and prediction model on our cloud system.
In order to evaluate the proposed architecture, we stimulate a
thousand of eye trackers from 20 computers that will send their
gaze samples to our system at the same time. Average delay time
of returning fixation points to each eye tracker will be measured.
For evaluation of heatmap and classification tasks, we set up exper-
iments with two participants for online visualisation and use the
dataset from a reading experiment for classification. Feasibility of
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the proposed solution is discussed based on experimental results.
To our knowledge, this is the first implementation of cloud com-
puting and storage for eye tracking applications. Based on experi-
mental results of cloud capacity in comparison with local comput-
ers, we will describe advantages and limitation of cloud solutions.
The contributions of this thesis are several:
1. We present an architecture for eye-tracking analysis on the
cloud.
2. We provide data aggregation from multiple eye-trackers re-
gardless of their physical location.
3. We perform an evaluation comparing cloud performance and
local analysis.
4. We implement and demonstrate real-time heatmap visualiza-
tion, fixation detection, and gaze data classification.
Our implementation of real-time heatmap visualization has been
accepted as a short paper to 2014 Symposium on Eye Tracking Re-
search and Applications (ETRA2014). This paper is included in
Appendix A.
1.5 THESIS ORGANIZATION
Thesis contents are divided into three main parts with seven chap-
ters: background and related works are presented in Chapter 2 and
3; we propose our architecture and implementation in Chapter 4
and 5; the remainder are experiments and evaluations of our archi-
tecture in Chapter 6 and discussion in Chapter 7 related to benefits
and limitations of eye tracking analysis using cloud computing in-
frastructure.
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This chapter is dedicated to background knowledge of cloud com-
puting and eye tracking analysis applications.
2.1 CLOUD COMPUTING: AN OVERVIEW
It is a trend of moving desktop applications, services, computation
tasks, and data from local computers to cloud services where ev-
erything can be accessed more easily and ubiquitously, and users
can be provided enough computation resources and storage spaces
meeting their demands. Cloud computing has been changing the
way in which applications and services are delivered and managed.
Moreover, cloud services help enhance collaboration on shared plat-
forms. The pay-as-you-go model provides an economic advantage
by reducing cost of storage management from $3.75 of self setup
per month each gigabyte to 10 or 15 cents of using Amazon ser-
vices [28]. This is a model of leasing when you need computation
and storage resources instead of investing in computers, and they
can be released immediately when you do not need anymore.
The term ”cloud computing” makes technicians and researchers
confused because it includes also business and marketing messages
and its meaning is different to different people [10]. As scien-
tists, we understand cloud computing has the same meaning as
distributed computing, but the cluster served for distributed com-
putation is often located at far places on which users can access,
control, and provision through the Internet.
2.1.1 Cloud paradigm
The main idea behind cloud commuting as well as the used tech-
nologies are not completely new. The model of providing com-
puting facilities to the general users as utilities has appeared since
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1960s [29]. However, cloud computing combines existing technolo-
gies such as virtualisation, service-oriented architecture, autonomic,
and utility computing [30, 31] to meet technological and economic
requirements. The cloud computing started gaining popularity af-
ter Google’s CEO Eric Schmidt described a business model of pro-
viding services over the Internet in 2006 [32]. There is no standard
definition for the paradigm of cloud computing. In this thesis, we
use the definition coming from The National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) [33] as following:
The NIST Definition of Cloud computing. Cloud computing is a
model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to
a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers,
storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and
released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.
Cloud computing architecture is divided into four layers in gen-
eral as illustrated in Figure 2.1: the hardware layer, the infrastruc-
ture layer, the platform layer, and the application layer [34]. How-
ever, for business model, there are only three service models: In-
frastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and
Software as a Service (SaaS).
Infrastructure as a Service. This is the second layer above the
hardware one in Figure 2.1 on which consumers can rent how pow-
erful of processing speed, storage, network capacity, and other fun-
damental computing resources they want to deploy their operating
system or applications. It means that consumers do not need to
buy physical hardware or computers. Instead, they pay monthly
for hardware renting. Amazon EC2 [13] is the most typical exam-
ple of IaaS.
Platform as a Service. This is the third layer on which con-
sumers can rent runtime environment for their applications. They
do not need to worry how much of processing, storage space, and
network bandwidth they should set up for running environment
such as Apache server for PHP applications and Tomcat server for
Java servlet applications. Moreover, it is a ready-to-go environ-
ment where consumers just upload their applications. The runtime
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Figure 2.1: Cloud computing architecture: divided into four layers in-
cluding the hardware layer, the infrastructure layer, the platform layer,
and the application layer. However, for business model to end users, there
are only three service models: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform
as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS). The figure is origi-
nally from Zhang’s work [34].
environment can be automatically provisioned enough processing
speed and network bandwidth when number of users or workload
of the application increases. Of course, consumers can also set up
the above parameters of environment configurations when they de-
ploy applications. Example of PaaS providers consist of Amazon
Elastic Beanstalk [35], Google App Engine [36], and Microsoft Win-
dows Azure [37].
Software as a Service. This is the last layer on top on which
consumers can use application through client interfaces. Normally,
instead of installing applications on their local computer, for ex-
ample, they can login to the applications on a web browser. They
do not need to worry of how to install or set up environment for
running applications. Moreover, they can access these applications
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from any computer and device, and from anywhere regardless their
physical location. Web emails or Salesforce.com [38] is an example
of SaaS.
2.1.2 Programming models for cloud computing
Cloud computation offers computing on demand depending on
how many cloud nodes that a cluster has. The strength of cloud
computing comes from computation combination of cluster nodes.
Computation tasks should be able to divide jobs to the cluster nodes
and then aggregate results from them. There are two popular pro-
gramming models that can provide distributed computing on the
cloud: MapReduce and Storm [39].
MapReduce introduced in 2004 [40] is a programming model
and associated with processing and generating large data sets. It is
a paradigm that makes parallelization almost entirely invisible to
the programmers to develop applications running on hundreds to
thousands of commodity machines. MapReduce works by breaking
processing into two phases: the Map and Reduce phases. Each
phase has key-value pairs as input and output. Firstly, the Mapper
function reads input data and generates key-value pairs sorted and
shuffled to the same key groups - sets of intermediate pairs. The
output pairs of Mapper are passed to Reducer function. Finally,
the Reducer merges these values to form a possibly smaller set of
values.
Storm is an open source distributed framework as MapReduce
of Hadoop, but it supports real-time computation compared to
batch processing of MapReduce. In contrast to MapReduce, any
programming language can be used to write applications on Storm
framework. Storm is relevant in cases of real-time analysis and
computation or requirements of returning results immediately. Storm
is considered as a highly-scalable and fault-tolerant system. It is
also easy to integrate with other frameworks.
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2.2 EYE TRACKING ANALYSIS
Eye trackers record eye movement data that consists of eye coor-
dinates and duration. However, they are just raw data and do
not have much meaning. In order to understand what do they
mean and refer to, eye tracking analyses such as fixation detection,
heatmap visualisation, and eye data classification are necessary to
reveal the phenomena in question. This section will introduce eye
tracking analysis tasks: definition, purpose, processes, and settings.
2.2.1 Fixation detection
Fixation detection is the fundamental process of eye tracking anal-
ysis that almost every experiment requires for data reduction or
better accuracy. The core idea is to break continuous stream of eye
positions into basic eye movement types having a certain character-
istic. In general, eye movement types are classified into six groups:
fixation, saccades, smooth pursuits, optokinetic reflex, vestibule-
ocular reflex, and vergence [41]. Fixation classification, which is
the most common, is defined as the translation from raw eye move-
ment data to locations of interest on the visual display. It helps
reduce significantly size and complexity of raw data and collapse
small fixation points into a single representative tuple. Figure 2.2
is an example of fixation detected from raw data. Raw data of
eyes’ coordinates on reading study recorded by Tobii TX300 [22]
and fixation classification with 40ms of duration threshold and 75
degree/second of velocity threshold.
Velocity Threshold Identification (I-VT) and Dispersion Thresh-
old Identification (I-DT) are two used widely algorithms based on
velocity and dispersion respectively [41, 42]. Salvucci [42] shows
that I-VT computation speed is faster than I-VD’s but its accuracy
is not as high. Dispersion based algorithms are often not suitable to
classify data collected with high sampling frequencies, for example
bigger than 200Hz, in which I-VT seems to produce a good output
in comparison to I-VD [2].
Pseudo-algorithm of traditional I-VT is illustrated in Figure 2.3
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(a) Raw data of eyes’ coordinates on reading study recorded by Tobii
TX300 [22].
(b) Fixation classification with 40ms of duration threshold and 75 de-
gree/second of velocity threshold.
Figure 2.2: Example of fixation detected from raw data. In 2.2b, fixation
points are marked with red circles. In comparison with raw data, number
of gaze samples decreases approximately 20 times.
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  I-VT fixation detection (Gaze data, velocity threshold, duration threshold) 
 /*  Gaze data is often a text file containing gaze x, y  
  coordinates and timestamp  */ 
  1:  n = the number of gaze coordinates 
 label[1] = fixation (the first point is considered as a fixation) 
   
  2:  For i = 2 to n do 
  3:   Calculate velocity v[i] when eyes travel from gaze (i-1)th to ith 
  4:   If v[i] < velocity threshold then 
  5:    label[i] = fixation 
  6:   else 
  7:    label[i] = saccade 
   
  8:  For i = 1 to n do 
  9:   Consecutive fixations is grouped together to fix<x, y, t, d> 
10:    x, y are centre coordinates of the group 
11:    t is timestamp of the first fixation points 
12:    d is duration of the points 
 
13:  For i = 1 to number of fix do 
14:   if di < duration threshold then 
15:    ignore fix<xi, yi, ti, di> 
  
16:  Return the remainder after ignoring 
Figure 2.3: Traditional I-VT fixation algorithm with input parameters
including gaze data file, velocity threshold, and duration threshold.
with input parameters including gaze data file, velocity threshold,
and duration threshold. For each gaze point, its velocity is calcu-
lated when eyes travel from the previous gaze point to that one. If
velocity of a point is smaller than velocity threshold, that point is
labeled as fixation. By contrast, it is considered as a saccade point.
After all gaze points are labeled, consecutive fixation points are col-
lapsed into fixation groups < x, y, t, d > in which x, y are centre
coordinates of the group, t is timestamp of the first fixation points,
and d is duration of the points. If duration of a group is smaller
than duration threshold, such fixation group is ignored. The time
complexity of I-VT algorithm is O(N) with N as number of raw
gaze data.
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Figure 2.4: TX300 Noise data: There are more peaks in the sample data
of 300Hz. As a result, a lot of noise requires a higher threshold. Figure is
from [43].
Regarding fixation results, different parameters such as dura-
tion and velocity thresholds always generate different outputs. There-
fore, in order to compare the results to previous literature, we
should use similar algorithms and settings. Choosing appropriate
parameters depends on types of study and sample data frequen-
cies. Fixation duration of reading is typically shorter than that of
picture viewing and 40ms of fixation threshold is recommended
for reading studies compared to 200ms in picture viewing [44]. In
Figure 2.4, eye-tracking data sampled at 120Hz and 300Hz is plot-
ted with the calculated gaze velocity. That data is collected using
the same stimuli and test participant. There are more peaks in the
sample data of 300Hz. As a result, a lot of noise requires a higher
threshold. Normally, settings in the literature range from 20-130
degree/second [45,46].
2.2.2 Heatmap visualization
Gaze visualization is a popular and effective method to gain in-
sights into what observers were looking at and how the stimulus is
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perceived [47, 48]. There are two dominating methods to visualize
gaze data: scanpaths and heatmaps [7]. Scanpaths are lines of raw
gaze points connected by order. On the other hand, heatmap is the
map overlayed on the surface of stimulus that can show which parts
were received much attention or how many users were looking at
that is considered as hot zones. It is called a visualization map
which is very useful for understanding and gives great justifying
to reports and presentations since it summarizes large quantities of
data that would be difficult to grasp if presented numerically. From
heatmaps, viewers can see the big pictures with patterns and trends
hidden in the data.
Heatmap generation algorithms are based on two main closely
connected methods: 1) using gridded AOIs, and, 2) applying topo-
logical landscape formulas in which Gaussian function is widely
used. With the gridded AOIs principle, stimulus space is divided
into an array of rectangular AOI cells. Those cells are filled with
dwell time of gaze data or number of fixations that a certain cell
receives. Color of each cell is determined based on its value. That
kind of heatmap is always rough with sharp borders between hot
and cool areas [2].
Figure 2.5: Heatmap sample using the Gaussian function: range color is
from red presenting for hot zones to green.
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Figure 2.6: Kernel size is a window that is put on a gaze sample
or fixation (xi, yi). Only pixels (x, y) belonging to the window size
[kernel size, kernel size] with (xi, yi) as the central point can receive in-
tensity calculated by the Gaussian function.
Using the Gaussian topological function is becoming more dom-
inating due to smoother heatmaps generated (see Figure 2.5 as an
example). Ogama and SMI BeGaze are using this method. The
Gaussian function is defined as below:
G(x, y) = exp(− (x− xi)
2 + (y− yi)2
2 ∗ σ2 )
For each raw gaze data or fixation (xi, yi) on a stimulus, the
above function is used to calculate intensities of surrounding pixels
(x, y) of the stimulus image. The spread of pixels receiving more
intensity from (xi, yi) is defined as kernel size. Only pixels (x, y)
belonging to the window size [kernel size, kernel size] with (xi, yi)
as the central point can receive intensity calculated by the Gaussian
function as illustrated in Figure 2.6. The sum of all intensities on
each pixel will generate an array of intensities. Color of pixel of
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the stimulus image is based on the proportion of its value to the
maximum intensity. Time complexity and quality of heatmap re-
sults depend on sigma and kernel size constant values. Figure 2.5
is using σ = 40 and kernel = 160.
σ is known as variance. As illustrated in Figure 2.7, low value
of sigma creates a lot of small spots with wide cool area. Otherwise,
high value creates very few hot spots and heatmap is colored more
uniformly.
Sigma = 60, kernel = 160 Sigma = 10, kernel = 160 
Figure 2.7: Heatmap sample using different Gaussian σs: low value of
sigma creates a lot of small spots with wide cool area. Otherwise, high
value creates very few hot spots and heatmap is colored more uniformly.
Kernel size is another constant of Gaussian function. Figure 2.8
shows that narrow size makes many small spots, while wide size
gives a smoother heatmap.
Types of attention heatmaps. There are various kinds of heatmaps
and their usage depends on the study objectives and eye movement
measures of analysis. Each kind of heatmap has a different impact
to interpretation of analysis. The following five kinds used com-
monly in practice [49]:
1. Fixation count heatmap
2. Absolute gaze duration heatmap
3. Relative gaze duration heatmap
4. Participant percentage heatmap
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Sigma = 40, kernel = 40 Sigma = 40, kernel = 320 
Figure 2.8: Heatmap sample using different kernel size: narrow size
makes many small spots, while wide size gives a smoother heatmap.
2.2.3 Classification using set of features
In general, classification is used with broad meaning and many dif-
ferent scenarios, for example, object classification using eye track-
ing positions [50] or fixation and saccade classification. In this the-
sis, however, we use classification by meaning of classifying gaze-
based interaction based on feature vectors built by set of features
derived from fixations and saccades. For example, feature vec-
tors are applied to classify level of engagement, find intentional or
non-intentional interaction, distinguish reading and skimming, and
compare similarity of scanpaths. The related research is presented
in Chapter 3.
What are the most commonly used features derived from fixa-
tion and saccade? Table 2.1 and 2.2 show features that can be com-
puted from fixations and saccade of the observed sequence. The
original tables are from [27]. After set of features is obtained, a
machine learning approach, for instance, Support Vector Machine
(SVM) [51], is often applied for classifying.
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Eye movement feature Description
Number of fixations Fixation points are detected from
raw data
Mean fixation duration The mean of overall fixation duration
Total fixation duration Sum of all fixation durations de-
tected
Event fixation duration Duration of the fixation for the ongo-
ing interaction
Table 2.1: Features derived from fixations. The original table is from
Bednarik’s paper [27].
Eye movement feature Description
Mean saccade duration The average saccade duration in the
observed sequence
Total saccade duration Sum of saccade durations in the ob-
served sequence
Last saccade duration Duration of the fixation before event
occurrence
Mean saccade length The average distance of saccade in
the observed sequence
Total saccade length Sum of saccade distances in the ob-
served sequence
Last saccade length Distance of the saccade before event
occurrence
Mean saccade velocity The average speed of saccades in the
observed sequence
Last saccade velocity Speed of the saccade before event oc-
currence
Mean saccade accelera-
tion
Acceleration of saccade during the
observed sequence
Table 2.2: Features derived from saccades. The original table is from
Bednarik’s paper [27].
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This chapter is dedicated to survey of related research. Firstly, we
introduce research of other fields that are also using cloud comput-
ing. Then, we analyse eye tracking applications related to visuali-
sation and analysis.
3.1 CLOUD COMPUTING IN OTHER RESEARCH FIELDS
Video processing applications always require resources for process-
ing and storing. Local infrastructure investment is usually high and
inefficient due to demand variations of resources depending on in-
put requirements. Pereira [12] introduced Split&Merge architecture
following the MapReduce paradigm. The architecture can reduce
video encoding times to fix duration, and it is independent from in-
put size of video files due to dynamic resource provisioning in the
Cloud. As a result, total encoding time for a 2-hour video decreases
from 7.5 hours to 2 minutes, costing $0.63 on Amazon EC2.
Ramos-Pollan [52] presented BIGS - Big Image Data Analysis
Toolkit, a software framework for large-scaled image processing
and analysis over heterogeneous computing resources such as those
available in clouds, local servers, and personal computers. BIGS
enables researchers to run huge image processing pipelines in an
easy, affordable, and unplanned manner. The experiments of BIGS
are implemented in the Amazon cloud. BIGS can extract features
from 300,000 images in less than 2 hours compared to 40 hours of a
local single computer.
Chen and Wang [11] presented a human-robot interactive sys-
tem based on cloud computing infrastructure. The system designed
in the cloud consists of the robotic multimodal interactive compu-
tation services for providing the human-robot operation interfaces
including the speech recognition, speaker identification, face iden-
tification, and text to speech.
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Why to employ cloud services instead of local servers? Cloud
servers can help cut costs due to expensive initial setup of local
servers. Angabini [53] conducted an experimental research to com-
pare realistic costs of Cloud development versus using local servers.
They use Google Cloud platform for their testing. From experi-
ments, they estimate that a local server costs 10.04 Euro per day
whether it is used or not. Meanwhile, in the case of exploiting a
server 100% per day, it costs per hour nearly 0.41 Euro (10 Euro/a
day), but normally a data center uses only 30% of its capacity.
3.2 REAL-TIME APPLICATIONS IN EYE TRACKING ANALY-
SIS
We describe research that tried to find approaches in order to sat-
isfy real-time requirement. Research is divided into three groups:
fixation detection, visualization, and classification.
3.2.1 Fixation detection
Salvucci [42] presented popular methods of identifying fixations
and saccades in eye-tracking protocols including velocity-threshold
identification (I-VT), Hidden Markov model identification (I-HMM),
dispersion threshold identification (I-DT), minimum spanning tree
identification (I-MST), and area-of-interest identification (I-AOI).
From the experimental results, I-HMM and I-DT can provide accu-
rate and robust identification, while I-VT is the simplest algorithm
to obtain reasonable results. Komogortsev [41] also evaluated al-
most the same set of algorithm, but he gave qualitative and quan-
titative score in more detail for each identification. For example,
I-MST method can output the highest number of fixations and I-
HMM’s is the lowest. Accuracy of I-VT, I-DT, and I-MST is similar,
but I-VT can run in a real-time eye-gaze system. However, both of
them gave the results of offline mode evaluation and input of the
algorithms is text files rather than a online stream from eye trackers.
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3.2.2 Visualization applications
One of the most related previous research to this thesis is the real-
time heatmap visualization of Duchowski et al. [7] that benefits
from GPU architecture to parallelize rendering. Its implementa-
tion used Gaussian point spread function with kernel size = 2 ∗ σ.
The implementation decreases time complexity to O(1) for each
gaze point in the step of accumulation of intensities and O(logn)
for finding maximum of the normalization step. However, this ap-
proach is unfeasible to aggregate gaze data from many remote eye-
trackers. Additionally, the visualization concerns short segments of
the original stimulus (for example, on a frame-level) and it remains
to be seen how the system performs with longer segments of input
data.
Bednarik et al. [54] presented a multi-gaze framework to help
show gaze points in remote computers and improve communica-
tion and collaboration based on gaze. However, this framework
does not provide heatmap visualization. iComponent [55] can record
eye-movements from different eye-trackers and visualize gathered
data, but it can work only locally and in offline mode.
3.2.3 Classification applications
As mentioned in Section 2.2.3, meaning of classification is very
broad to use. For example, Toyama [50] presented an application of
intelligent interaction with real environment by using eye tracking
technology and real-time object classification. Biedert [56] proposed
a method of constructing and training in order to distinguish read-
ing from skimming.
In eye tracking applications, the Midas Touch problem [57] is
defined as a phenomenon of when you look at something, another
command or wrong intention is activated. How to avoid the Mi-
das touch problem in gaze-based interfaces? Bednarik et al. [27]
proposed a novel approach using machine learning combined with
feature vectors computed from fixations and saccades to predict
users’ intention from a gaze-based interface. The approach used
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the set of eye movement features described in the previous chapter
as input for prediction model on which Support Vector Machine
(SVM) [51] is applied to classify. Performance of that approach is
good with the accuracy up to 76%, but it did not satisfy conditions
for real-time classification. Besides, Bednarik [58] also used feature
vectors to classify level of engagement.
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Platform
In this chapter, we introduce scenarios and requirements of three
applications corresponding to the three main tasks of eye tracking
analysis mentioned in the previous chapters. Based on the require-
ments, we describes our proposed cloud-based architecture design
named EyeCloud.
4.1 INTRODUCTION OF APPLICATIONS
We describe three applications: online fixation detection, real-time
heatmap rendering, and classification from feature vectors.
4.1.1 Online fixation detection on the EyeCloud
Purposes and Scenarios
Normally, single computer can handle fixation detection in real-
time with one eye tracker, but with many eye trackers, for example,
30 and 50, it is not feasible and slow when running on a single com-
puter. Therefore, cloud computing might be necessary to aggregate
them and process in real-time. The main purpose is to run fixation
detection on the EyeCloud that is capable of handling eye tracking
data streams from multiple eye trackers.
Effect of time segment on number of fixation
Fixation is a group of continuous raw data, so in order to detect
one fixation, we need to consider connection between a gaze point
and previous and next gaze points. Figure 4.2a is an illustration of
fixation detection run on offline mode that means that fixations are
detected on the whole data. On other hand, when data is divided
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into many segments. Fixation detection is run only on each seg-
ment. If gaze data of one fixation in offline mode belongs to two
segments, that fixation will also divided into two parts. However,
sometimes when duration of such fixations are too short, they will
be ignored. Figure 4.2b, 4.2c, 4.3a, 4.3b, and 4.3c are examples of fix-
ation detections for time segments of 40ms, 100ms, 500ms, 1000ms,
and 2000ms respectively. We call data divided into segments online
fixation detection.
Fixation detection algorithm is run with 40ms duration thresh-
old due to input data originally from reading study [44], so that is
why there is a few fixations on 4.2b. Besides, no matching fixation
coloured blue is detected. We define a matching fixation has start-
ing time and duration as same as the fixation detected in the offline
mode. When time segment length increases, rate of matching fixa-
tion goes up accordingly. For example, Figure 4.3b and 4.3c gives
high accuracy rate with 85% and 93% matching rate respectively.
However, long time segments reduce continuity of gaze data trans-
ferred to the cloud cluster, especially, high frequency eye trackers
that can record 300 - 1200 gaze positions each second.
Figure 4.1: Raw data from reading study experiment (recorded by
Tobii TX 300Hz).
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(a) No time segment
(b) Time segment = 40ms
(c) Time segment = 100ms
Figure 4.2: Effect of time segment on number of fixation. In 4.2a, fixa-
tion points are marked with blue and red circles. Blue means a matching
fixation and red is incorrect one.
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(a) Time segment = 500ms
(b) Time segment = 1000ms
(c) Time segment = 2000ms
Figure 4.3: Effect of time segment on number of fixation. In 4.2a, fixa-
tion points are marked with blue and red circles. Blue means a matching
fixation and red is incorrect one.
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4.1.2 Real-time heatmap rendering from multiple eye trackers.
Purposes and Scenarios
Heatmap visualization is demanding for eye tracking analysis tasks,
especially in some scenarios such as video conferences and online
learning that require real-time visualization. We propose an appli-
cation deployed on the cloud cluster to help aggregate data from
many eye trackers. For example, when we want to test user inter-
face of a website from many user using eye trackers, our application
on EyeCloud is feasible for collecting gaze data, processing, and vi-
sualising attention map in real-time.
Improvement of heatmap algorithm
The heatmap algorithm is not complex as presented in Section 2.2.2,
however the step of intensity computation for each pixel of heatmap
image requires processing time that will increase further with num-
ber of gaze points. In case of aggregating data from many eye
trackers, this step should be improved to decrease the processing
time. The cloud computation offers distributed processing, so the
task of intensity aggregation should be split up into small groups
of inputted gaze data. Each small group goes to each node of the
cloud cluster where intensity of each pixel is computed. After that,
intensity sum of all machine node are calculated.
4.1.3 Classification based on features
Purposes and Scenarios
As mentioned in Chapter 2, classification tasks are various and
some of them do not fulfil the requirement of real-time. For exam-
ple, proactive applications such as eye controlling or typing always
need prompt responses from analysis. As an example for classi-
fication tasks, we implement the machine learning approach from
Bednarik and Vrzakova’s paper [27] that tried to predict whether
users’s eye movement on a gaze-based interface is intentional or
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non-intentional. The current combination method of the feature
set, data processing approach, and classification method make their
system difficult to offer a real-time sequence from data input un-
til results of classification returned. With the approach of cloud
computing, we try to solve the above problems to achieve a near
real-time prediction system.
Feature set for classification
With the approach of machine learning, a feature set plays a role
as a input vector for classifier in both training and testing steps.
Feature set is derived from fixations and saccades. In our approach
of deploying all steps on the cloud cluster, feature sets are obtained
after the online fixation detection step presented in the first appli-
cation.
Learning model
The original paper used Support Vector Machine (SVM) as a classi-
fier, but for linear SVM, let n denote number of training data, time
complexity of training step is a quadratic problem O(n2) [59]. For
a single computer, when the number of training data reaches to a
large size, that is a challenging problem. In order to solve such
problem, we implement a distributed SVM on our proposed archi-
tecture EyeCloud.
4.2 DESIGN CONSIDERATION
Regarding the cloud cluster, since it includes many nodes, it is nec-
essary to set up a framework on the top in order to control and
process data more effectively and manage fault-tolerance. Also, dis-
tributed frameworks help simplify parallel computation. We con-
sidered two popular distributed frameworks: Hadoop that serves
offline and batch processing and Storm that is specifically built to
help real-time processing.
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Hadoop [60] is an open source framework for reliable, scalable,
and distributed computing inspired by GFS (Google File System).
Thanks to Hadoop, distributed processing and storage have become
simple compared to other models such as MPI and Cuda. It allows
processing in a distributed cluster on large data set with a sim-
ple programming model. Programmers do not need to care about
how to control failure of the cluster or how to recover from fault-
tolerance. Hadoop helps run applications on systems consisting of
thousand of nodes involving thousands of terabytes. Moreover, its
distributed file system facilitates rapid data transfer speeds among
nodes and allows to continue operating uninterrupted in case of
node failure happened.
Hadoop is designed to run not only on single servers but also
on a cluster consisting of thousand of nodes. Hadoop helps com-
bine local computation and storage of each single commodity node
to create a powerful system that supports high-availability and scal-
ability. Beneath are some important components of Hadoop:
• Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS): a file system that
supports high-throughput and high-availability.
• MapReduce: parallel programming model on large-scale data
sets.
Storm [61] is an open source distributed framework similar to
the MapReduce of Hadoop. It supports real-time computation com-
pared to batch processing of MapReduce. In contrast to MapRe-
duce, any programming language can be used to write applications
on Storm framework. Storm is relevant in cases of real-time analysis
and computation. Storm is considered as a high-scalable and fault-
tolerant system and it is also easy to integrate with other frame-
works. Table 4.1 shows comparison between Hadoop and Storm
framework.
Since the cloud cluster is far away from physical location of
eye trackers, so every communication between them is connected
through the Internet. For real-time applications deployed on the
cloud cluster, that is main problem affecting performance. The
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Hadoop Storm
Open source  
Batch processing   (not fully)
Real-time processing 
Multi-programming-language support 
Scalability  
Fault-tolerance  
Database support 
File system support 
Table 4.1: Comparison between Hadoop and Storm framework.
speed of network connection must be considered when designing
systems on the cloud.
4.3 ARCHITECTURE IN DETAIL
The EyeCloud system consists of two main components: an inter-
face for eye-tracker clients and a cluster on the cloud as Figure 4.4.
Gaze data from eye trackers is sent to the cloud cluster on which
they are analyzed and results are returned also by using the Inter-
net. The cloud cluster consists of some master nodes and a number
of slave nodes. This cluster will take responsibility for processing
and analyzing data streamed to. On the cluster we can implement
any framework or algorithm that serves distributed computation.
In the EyeCloud framework, eye trackers from anywhere over the
world regardless of physical location can send their data through
the Internet.
4.3.1 Cluster on the cloud
A cluster can be created by choosing a whole cluster from cloud
service providers or manually connecting many individual nodes
into a cluster. Number of nodes can be unlimited and increased or
decreased according to requirements of speed and amount of data
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Internet 
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Node
Slave 
Node
Cluster on the cloud
Slave 
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Slave 
Node
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User interface 
Getting results from the cloud 
Eye tracker 
(Location A) 
Eye tracker 
(Location C) 
Eye tracker 
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Gaze data 
Figure 4.4: EyeCloud system architecture consists of two main compo-
nents: an end-user interface for eye-tracker clients that helps aggregate
data and a cluster on the cloud that is used to analyze and process data.
Locations of eye trackers are not the same. They can be located anywhere
connected to the Internet. Results of analysis are also returned through
the Internet by using a web-user interface.
processed. A distributed framework set up on the cluster will be
responsible for adjusting the number of nodes.
The role of a master node is to help connect other nodes, for ex-
ample, slave nodes, together and monitor the cluster. Also, a master
node is responsible for data connection from clients. Normally, a
cluster always requires at least one master node. Number of master
nodes should be increased when number of slave nodes increases.
Slave nodes are responsible for computation tasks and data storage.
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4.3.2 Eye tracker client interface
Since the cluster receives data through the Internet, so eye trackers
from any place can connect to. In order to connect eye trackers to
network applications, proprietary SDK’s and system-specific API’s
are required. However, ETU driver [62] working as a software
layer helps connecting end-user applications to eye-tracker manu-
facture’s API. Developers can control and access easily eye-tracker
devices through ETU driver. We thus selected ETU driver as a
middle-layer between the user applications and networked com-
puting.
For applications that do not require real-time processing, fre-
quency of sending of gaze data from eye trackers to the cloud clus-
ter can be adjusted depending on network connection speed. For
real-time applications, data is transferred to the cluster with the
same frequency as eye trackers’ one.
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This chapter is dedicated to implementation of the three applica-
tions on the EyeCloud architecture.
5.1 FIXATION DETECTION ON THE CLOUD
5.1.1 Implementation with thousand eye trackers
In order to solve the problem of many data sources that can reach
to thousand eye trackers, the cloud cluster must handle and pro-
cess coming data in real-time. We choose Storm framework whose
advantage is to distribute computation tasks to slave nodes and
achieve results in real-time. Based on the workload of a computa-
tion task, we can use Storm to divide the cloud cluster into small
groups responsible for specific tasks. In Figure 5.1, x, y and z nodes
are number of nodes of three main tasks: receiving coming gaze
data, detecting fixation and merging, and returning data to clients.
Eye trackers from the client side send their gaze data to a server
called DRPC that is a component of Storm framework using Remote
Procedure Call (RPC). Each eye tracker is provided an unique ID,
for example, 1, 2 or n. Gaza data from ith eye tracker received
by a receiving node of the cloud cluster is transferred to (i%y)th
node of the detecting and merging group whose number of nodes
is y. Fixations obtained from this step are returned through the
returning group of nodes. The DRPC server helps return to correct
clients.
5.1.2 Algorithm on the cloud
I-VT classification algorithm based on Salvucci’s pseudocode [42]
is implemented on each node of the detecting and merging group.
Data packets containing coordinates are sent to the cluster in pre-
defined different time durations called time segment ranging from
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Figure 5.1: Implementation of fixation detection on the cloud that is able
to handle input gaze data from many eye trackers. X, Y and Z nodes are
number of nodes of three main tasks: receiving coming gaze data, detecting
fixation and merging, and returning data to clients. Gaza data from ith
eye tracker received by a receiving node of the cloud cluster is transferred
to (i%y)th node of the detecting and merging group. Fixations obtained
from this step are returned through the returning group of nodes.
40ms to 2000ms.
In order to increase the accuracy for short time segments, we
propose a merging method on the cloud cluster. The main role of
merging is to postpone time segments and merge them into previ-
ous ones if they belong to the same fixation. A fixation is returned
back or completed only if it finished. That method can ensure that
a long fixation will not be divided into many small ones.
Figure 5.2 describes the detail of I-VT cloud algorithm consist-
ing of three classes: Receiving, Detecting, and Returning that are
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corresponding to the three groups on the cloud cluster. Gaze data
received by a X-type node is forwarded to a Y-type node based on
its ID. At the Y-type node, fixation is detected and merged, and
then fixations are returned to a client from a Z-type node.
  1: class Receiving 
  2:  method execute(tuple) 
  3:   Get gaze data in tuple 
  4:   Get id from tuple 
  5:   targetNode = (id % numberOfDetectingNodes) 
  6:   Emit(targetNode, id, data) 
  7: class Detecting 
  8:  method execute(tuple) 
  9:   Get gaze data from tuple 
10:   Get id from tuple 
11:   Get previous unfinished fixation by id 
12:   Detect with I-VT algorithm with the  
   above unfinished fixation as a starting point 
13:   Store unfinished fixation by id 
14:   Emit(id, completed fixations) 
  15: class Returning 
  16:  method execute(tuple) 
  17:  Get fixations from tuple 
  18:   Get id from tuple 
  19:   Emit(idth client, fixations) 
X-type node 
Gaze data 
Y-type node 
Z-type node 
Return fixations 
Figure 5.2: I-VT fixation detection pseudo-algorithm on the cloud: Re-
ceiving, Detecting, and Returning classes that are corresponding to the
three groups on the cloud cluster.
5.2 REAL-TIMEHEATMAP RENDERING FROMLARGE-SCALE
DISTRIBUTED DATASET
5.2.1 Implementation of heatmap rendering
Since real-time heatmap rendering is required, we selected the Storm
framework for data processing on the cloud cluster. Nodes on the
cluster are divided into three groups whose number of nodes are
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x, y, and z nodes. Each group will take care of one of the tasks
of heatmap algorithm: pre-process, accumulation, and colorization.
The detail is present in the next sub section.
Figure 5.3 shows that the web server located at the middle helps
connect to the cluster. The cluster receives requests from the web
server, processes the data, and sends back the results. We choose
web interface for the client application because of platform inde-
pendence. The heatmap results are also returned using a web inter-
face. ETU driver and plugin embedded in the web interface make
it possible to access the eye-trackers from a web browser.
Web server 
Gaze data 
Eye-tracker 1: Web interface 
(Location A) 
 
Eye-tracker 2: Web interface 
(Location B) 
Eye-tracker 3: Web interface 
(Location C) 
Storm framework


	




	


Heatmap time segment: Web interface
Getting heatmap images 




	
x nodes y nodes z nodes 
 
ETU driver and plugin embedded ETU driver and plugin embedded ETU driver and plugin embedded 
Figure 5.3: Implementation of online heatmap rendering on EyeCloud:
Storm framework is set up on the top of the cloud cluster; on the client ap-
plication, we choose web interface due to its platform independence; ETU
driver is required to install on eye-tracker PCs and ETU plugin is embed-
ded in web interface. Gaze data from eye-trackers is streamed to EyeCloud
through a web server.
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5.2.2 Cloud Heatmap Algorithm
Heatmap algorithm on cluster. Since Storm framework is set up
on the top of cloud cluster, the traditional heatmap algorithm must
be modified to adapt to distributed environment. Nodes on the
cluster are divided into three groups: pre-processing, aggregat-
ing (accumulate data), and storing (normalize, colorize, and store).
Some nodes are responsible for pre-processing: receiving gaze data,
calculating intensity for each gaze coordinate, and emit to next
group. Some other nodes are responsible for aggregation: receiv-
ing intensity data, accumulating received data, and emit to next
group. Remaining nodes are responsible for storing results: re-
ceiving accumulated data, normalizing and colorizing, and stor-
ing heatmap images. Figure 5.4 presents the heatmap algorithm
in detail with thread of data processed and transferred between
nodes. The pseudo-code of the algorithm is presented in Figure
5.5. Three pseudo-classes (PreProcessing, Aggregation, and Stor-
ing) corresponding to the three groups are deployed on each node
respectively.
Pre-Processing Group 
-  Receive gaze data 
-  Calculate intensity I(i,j) 
for each gaze 
coordinate 
-  Emit to next group 
Gaze data 



 



 
Aggregation Group 
-  Receive intensity data 
-  Accumulate received 
data 
-  Emit to next group 
Storing Group 
-  Receive accumulated 
data 
-  Normalize and colorize 
-  Store heatmap images 



 
Storage 
Intensity  
I(i,j) 
Intensity  
I(i,j) 
Accumulated 
Intensity  
Accumulated 
Intensity  
Figure 5.4: Heatmap Algorithm on the Cloud: nodes are divided into three
groups each of which is responsible for a different task: pre-processing,
aggregation, and storing.
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  1: class PreProcessing 
  2:  method execute(tuple) 
  3:   Get gaussianWindow[kernel size][kernel size] 
  4:   Get gaze data in tuple 
  5:   Get id from tuple 
  6:   for each gaze coordinate (x,y) do 
  7:    intensity[i][j] += gaussianWindow(x - i, y – j) 
  8:   Emit(id, intensity) 
  9: class Aggregation 
10:  method execute(tuple) 
11:   Get intensity array from tuple 
12:   Get id from tuple 
13:   accumulateIntensity[i][j] += intensity[i][j] 
14:   Emit(id, accumulateIntensity) 
  15: class Storing 
  16:  method execute(tuple) 
  17:   Get accumulated intensity array from tuple 
  18:   Get id from tuple 
  19:   Find maximum intensity (normalization) 
  20:   Colorize and generate a heatmap image 
  21:   Store the image 
/* Tuple contains gaze samples.   
   (i, j) denote coordinate of one pixel of heatmap image outputted */ 
 
Figure 5.5: Pseudo-code of Heatmap Algorithm on the Cloud: PrePro-
cessing, Aggregation, and Storing classes are deployed on each node of
pre-processing, aggregation, and storing groups, respectively.
5.3 CLASSFICATION WITH FEATURE EXTRACTION AND A
PREDICTION MODEL
5.3.1 Implementation of feature computation and SVM on the
cloud cluster
Figure 5.6 shows the details of cloud implementation for classifica-
tion. With the proposed implementation, many users can train and
test SVM model based on the set of 13 features at the same time.
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Figure 5.6: Implementation of distributed features computation and SVM
on the cloud.
Each user will have a unique ID to interact with the cloud cluster.
Since SVM has two main tasks: training and predicting, in order
to distinguish between the two tasks, the user can choose to send
data labeled as training or predicting. When gaze data is sent to
DRPC server, a component of Strom framework for receiving data,
it is labeled and transferred to the cloud cluster with different pa-
rameters.
There are several tasks of SVM machine learning model: fix-
ation and saccade detection, feature extraction, and training and
predicting. On the cloud cluster, each task has different distributed
algorithm and processing, so we separate the tasks into five groups
of computation each of which has defined number of slave nodes.
Firstly, data is received by a Receiving node and then sent to a De-
tecting node that is based on its ID. Three fixations and their sac-
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Figure 5.7: Example of intentional and non-intentional three-fixation se-
quences. A sequence is one-fixation overlap compared to the previous one.
The figure is originally from Bednarik’s paper [27].
cades is packed into a sequence. A sequence is one-fixation overlap
compared to the previous one as illustrated in Figure 5.7. It means
that when a fixation is detected, its two previous fixations and itself
become a sequence that is being sent to next group named Featur-
ing nodes where 13 features are computed. The feature set is piped
to a SVM node. If its label is training, that sequence is stored back
to a model file. By contrast, the sequence is classified as intention
or non-intention, and then it is returned back to a client.
5.3.2 Algorithms on cluster
Algorithms on the cloud cluster are presented in Figure 5.8 and
5.9. There are five main methods in total: Receiving, Detecting,
Featuring, SVM (training, predicting, scaling and Grid searching),
and Storing that corresponds to 5 node groups described in the
above section 5.3.1. We build a distributed SVM algorithm in which
Grid searching step with n-fold cross-validation is implemented on
multiple nodes to find the best value of C and γ [63]. A certain
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range of C and γ is run in a node, and the best accuracy is chosen
as the best model of training.
  1: class Receiving 
  2:  method execute(tuple) 
  3:   Get gaze data in tuple 
  4:   Get id from tuple 
  5:   Get predicting or training label 
  6:   targetNode = (id % numberOfDetectingNodes) 
  7:   Emit(targetNode, id, label, data) 
  8: class Fixation and Saccade Detecting 
  9:  method execute(tuple) 
10:   Get gaze data from tuple 
11:   Get id from tuple 
12:   Get label from tuple 
13:   Get previous unfinished fixation by id 
14:   Detect with I-VT algorithm to get  
  fixation groups and saccade points 
15:   Store unfinished fixation and saccade by id 
16:   Packing a sequence of 3 fixations and their saccades 
17:   Emit(id, label,  a sequence) 
Figure 5.8: Methods in detail of cloud algorithm: receiving data and
fixation and saccade detection.
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  18: class Feature Computation 
  19:  method execute(tuple) 
  20:  Get the sequence from tuple 
  21:   Get id from tuple 
  22:   Get label from tuple 
  23:   Compute feature set 
  24:   Emit(id, label, vector of feature set) 
  25: class SVM training or predicting 
  26:  method execute(tuple) 
  27:  Get the vector from tuple 
  28:   Get id from tuple 
  29:   Get label from tuple 
  30:   Traning if label = training 
  31:   Predicting if label = predicting 
  32:   If (start_training_or_predicting_signal = true) 
  33:    Emit(id, label, vector_lists) 
  34:   Else Emit(id, label, return) 
  48: class Storing and Returning 
  49:  method execute(tuple) 
  50:  Get the results from tuple 
  51:   Get id from tuple 
  52:   Get label from tuple 
  53:   Storing model if label = training 
  54:   Returning predicting result if label = predicting 
  55:   Emit(id, results) 
  35: class SVM scaling and Grid searching 
  36:  method execute(tuple) 
  37:  Get the vector list from tuple 
  38:   Get id from tuple 
  39:   Get label from tuple 
  40:   If (training = true) 
  41:    Scale data 
  42:    Distributed grid searching with n-fold cross-validation
  43:    Store the best model 
  44:   If (predicting = true) 
  45:    Get the best model   
  46:    Predict 
  47:   Emit(id, label, results) 
Figure 5.9: Methods in detail of cloud algorithm: feature computation
and training or predicting of SVM.
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6 Experiments
This chapter is dedicated to experiments of three applications pre-
sented in previous chapters. The experiments compare computa-
tion performance and compatibility between cloud computing and
local computer.
6.1 ONLINE FIXATION DETECTION
6.1.1 Experimental design
Scenarios
Delay time is used mainly for comparison between cloud and single
computer computation. Delay time is measured as the waiting time
of when a fixation already finished, but it has not been returned to
a client yet.
We conduct a matrix testing of (1 single computer, cluster of
5 nodes, cluster of 10 nodes) x (1, 5, 50, 500, and 1000 eye track-
ers). For example, when x eye trackers send gaze data to one single
computer together, fixations of each tracker will be computed on
the computer and returned back to each tracker. Average delay
time of returning back a fixation will be estimated. Eye trackers are
simulated based on gaze data from 10 participants. The gaze data
samples are taken from previous problem-solving studies [27].
Since the speed of network connection affects the results, all
eye trackers will send gaze data through the Internet environment
instead of connecting eye trackers directly to the single computer.
For the fair comparison, we ignore network connection factor. To
simulate real environment of eye trackers, gaze data is sent to both
the single computer and cloud cluster with a frequency that is the
same as eye tracker’s one. In our experiment, the gaze data samples
were recorded at 50Hz.
The original dataset [27] contains gaze data of 12 participant
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each of which has length of 10-20 minutes. However, we use only
gaze data from 10 participants and their lengths are shorten to the
first 10 seconds. Each small dataset of each participant has 30 fixa-
tions in average.
System setup
IVT cloud algorithm parameters are set as the same as the I-VT on
single computer: 40ms of duration threshold and 75 degree/second
of velocity threshold. We use one master and nine slave nodes,
which have the following characteristics, according to Amazon EC2
[13]):
• 1.7 GB RAM
• 1 EC unit (roughly equivalent to 1.0 GHz Xeon processor
2006)
• 160 GB storage
• CentOS 6.3 (x86 64)
The single computer used for the comparison has the configura-
tion the same as the master and slave nodes. The traditional I-VT
algorithm [42] is installed on the single computer.
6.1.2 Experiment results
The procedures of testing on the cloud cluster and the single com-
puter are given as follows. Both the cloud cluster and single com-
puter are set to put coming data packets into a waiting stack of
processing.
• x eye trackers are simulated with a frequency of 50Hz.
• Send gaze data to the cloud cluster or the single computer.
• Fixations are computed and returned immediately when de-
tected.
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• Delay time of returning back a fixation after subtracting fixa-
tion length is recorded.
• Average and standard deviation are calculated based on list
of delay time.
1 ET 5 ETs 50 ETs 500 ETs 1000 ETs
1 single computer 2672 (0) 3085 (680) 3753 (822) 8798 (6495) 15993 (12588)
Cluster of 5 nodes 2985 (0) 3371 (539) 3558 (653) 5867 (1377) 8252 (1901)
Cluster of 10 nodes 2978 (0) 3126 (528) 3305 (618) 4604 (1033) 6364 (1422)
Table 6.1: Average delay time of experiment matrix in millisecond. ET
stands for eye tracker. Standard deviation is given in parentheses.
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Figure 6.1: Average delay time of experiment matrix in millisecond.
Table 6.1 shows results of average delay time in millisecond. The
graph of average delay time table is given in Figure 6.1. For one,
five, and 50 eye trackers, difference in delay time between a single
computer and cloud cluster is small, for example, in case of 50 eye
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trackers, 3753ms, 3558ms, and 3305ms of latency respectively. Espe-
cially, a single computer can handle one and five eye trackers with
smaller delay time in comparison with the cloud cluster. However,
when number of eye trackers increase to 500 and 1000 eye trackers,
the cloud cluster outperformed a single computer. The cluster of
10 nodes can decrease the delay time 2-3 times from 15993ms to
6364ms when number of eye trackers is 1000. Regarding standard
deviation, for 500 and 1000 eye trackers cases, it can be deceased
5-10 times, for example, from 12588ms to 1422ms of cluster of 10
nodes.
1 ET 5 ETs 50 ETs 500 ETs 1000 ETs
1 single computer 5544 18244 20865 245397 453079
Cluster of 5 nodes 6775 19081 20255 47486 61363
Cluster of 10 nodes 6815 18496 19442 30464 52562
Table 6.2: Maximum delay time of experiment matrix in millisecond. ET
stands for eye tracker.
On the other hand, we also measured another index called max-
imum delay time that is defined as the biggest latency of a returned
fixation. The waiting stack called as an overload causes different
delay time for each fixation since if a packet must wait a long time
in the stack, its fixation will also returned with a long latency. From
Table 6.2 and Figure 6.2, regarding 500 eye trackers cases, maximum
delay time of one single computer reaches to 245 seconds compared
to only 30 seconds of the cluster consisting 10 nodes. When num-
ber of eye trackers is doubled, maximum delay time also increases
twice on a single computer.
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Figure 6.2: Maximum delay time of experiment matrix in millisecond.
From the figure, the single computer can handle 50 eye trackers with small
delay time, but when number of eye trackers increases, this delay time
surges 5-10 times in comparison with the cloud cluster.
6.2 REAL-TIME HEATMAP RENDERING FROM MANY EYE
TRACKERS
6.2.1 Experimental design
Scenarios
Firstly, in order to test our algorithm on the cloud cluster presented
in Section 5.2.2, we implement the same algorithm using the Gaus-
sian spread function on single local computer. The detail of stand-
alone heatmap algorithm was presented in Section 2.2.2. Input
of the experiment is data files containing various volumes of gaze
samples exported from a reading study.
Secondly, we conduct real-time experiments collecting data from
some eye-trackers in which participants are two students whose
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ages are 25 and 27 respectively. Tobii T120 and X120 are used in
our experiment with ETU driver installed in each computer con-
nected to each eye-tracker.
Procedures and System setup
Tasks required for each individually are below:
1. Each participant sits in front of an eye tracker screen.
2. Calibration for the eye-trackers is conducted.
3. They will open a web link given by the experimenter.
4. Each participant will read a news website in 30 seconds and
watch youtube video in 1 minute.
The tasks include four steps, but the first two steps can be done
once. Each participant is required to do repeatedly the above tasks
with different viewing stimulus and setting of time segments that
are not known to the participants. Gaze data is sent to the cloud
cluster by time segment blocks, for example, 40 ms, 100 ms, or 500
ms.
Our system is set up on Amazon EC2 with a cloud cluster con-
sisting of 10 nodes with the following configuration (type c1.medium
[13]):
• 5 cores of CPU (each 1.0 GHz Xeon 2007)
• 1.7GB Ram memory
• Network speed: moderate
6.2.2 Comparison of Local vs. Cloud Computation
Figure 6.3 compares the rendering time consumed by the cloud
cluster and local PCs when processing the same amount of gaze
samples. The input dataset consists of raw samples (here denoted
as gaze samples) exported from a reading study experiment, recorded
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Figure 6.3: Cloud computing vs. local PCs: the same data files containing
different number of gaze samples exported from a reading study experi-
ment (recorded by a 300 Hz eye-tracker) are used as input for the heatmap
algorithm. With number of gaze points smaller than 20000, running time
of rendering on the local computer is shorter than on the cloud. In sequen-
tial mode of processing, the speed of rendering of the cloud cluster starts
becoming faster compared to the local PC when number of gaze samples
reaches to 60000. However, if the heatmap algorithm is programmed to
run parallelized mode on the local PC, the cloud clusters only outperform
when sample number is bigger than 400000. For one million of samples
(equivalently one hour of recording), the difference is more clearly.
by Tobii TX300 Hz eye-tracker binocular. With number of gaze sam-
ples smaller than 20000, the rendering on single computers was
faster than using the cloud cluster. However, the advantage of ren-
dering on the cloud cluster compared to local PCs becomes clear
when the input exceeds 60000 and 400000 gaze samples, as mea-
sured in experiments with PC 3.1 GHz core i7 (8 cores) in sequential
and parallel modes, respectively.
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6.2.3 Experiment of static stimulus: reading news websites
The purpose of this experiment is to find running time of each time
segment heatmap rendering for static content stimuli. In the exper-
iment, stimulus used in the tasks is a new website. Figure 6.4 is an
example of heatmap rendering with time segment when two par-
ticipants read a Techcrunch article related to Chromecast device.
Before reading the article, we ask them a question of what is the
original price of Chromecast. Figure 6.5 shows heatmap results
aggregated from the two participants’ gaze point corresponding to
each time segment.
Figure 6.4: Heatmap of when stimulus is a news website (a Techcrunch
article): the question asked the two participants before they start reading is
what is the original price of Chromecast. As a result, the area surrounding
the price of £35 was looked at the most.
Each participant is required to do the tasks five times with dif-
ferent news website stimuli each which is set to a varied duration
time segment: 40 ms, 100 ms, 500 ms , 1000 ms, and 2000 ms re-
spectively. Running time is measured from sending a gaze packet
containing gaze points of a time segment until receiving a success-
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Figure 6.5: Heatmap timeline of static stimulus (reading a news website):
heatmap results with time segment of 1 second. Points of regard are bigger
along the timeline.
ful message sent back from the cloud cluster.
Duration of segment (ms)
Running time (ms)
Tobii T120 Tobii X120 Average value
40 71484 69411 70447.5
100 19180 15182 17181
500 373 573 473
1000 530 511 520.5
2000 360 604 482
Table 6.3: Experiment 1: running time of each time segment. TobiiT120
and X120 are two eye trackers used in the experiment. We can see that
long time segments have shorter running time, but low time segment can
give us a timeline of heatmap results in more detail. The detail degree of
heatmap can show how the stimulus is perceived each half of second or a
second.
Table 6.3 presents running time for each time segment. Running
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time of 40 ms and 100 ms duration of segments is high, nearly 70
and 17 seconds respectively. Otherwise, 500 ms shows low latency,
473 milliseconds.
6.2.4 Experiment of dynamic stimulus: watching a YouTube video
In this experiment, the stimulus is a YouTube video. Figure 6.6 is
an example of a heatmap rendered by each duration of segment.
Heatmap results from the cloud cluster are refreshed of the rate of
time segment, so heatmap generated here corresponds to one or
some frames of the video. The link of heatmap results is exported
to view offline as well. Example of time segment for video stimulus
is given in Figure 6.7. However, on some original heatmap videos,
it is laggy to play back.
Figure 6.6: Heatmap results with timeline of when stimulus is a YouTube
video (a cartoon clip).
With the same purpose as the experiment 1, each participant
does the tasks by watching different YouTube videos three times
with the time segment of 200 ms, 500 ms, and 1000 ms respectively.
Low time segment can give us smooth rendering quality since we
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Figure 6.7: Heatmap timeline of dynamic stimulus (watching a YouTube
video): heatmaps by time segment of 500 millisecond. In the frame of
0:45.5, the two participants were looking at the same place, but in next
frame, points of regard are different.
have enough heatmap frames. Table 6.4 shows that running time
of 500 and 1000 ms time segment is smaller then 1 second, 404
milliseconds. A short video of real-time heatmap rendering using
cloud demonstrates the setup and the interactivity of the results:
Duration of segment (ms)
Running time (ms)
Tobii T120 Tobii X120 Average value
200 2469 1274 1871.5
500 381 436 408.5
1000 338 470 404
Table 6.4: Experiment 2: running time of each time segment. Tobii T120
and X120 are two eye trackers used in the experiment. Running time of
500 and 1000 ms time segment is smaller then 1 second, 404 milliseconds.
Low time segment can give us smooth rendering quality since we have
enough heatmap frames.
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6.3 CLASSIFICATION USING A SET OF FEATURES AND A
PREDICTION MODEL
This section presents an experiment of classifying intentional or
non-intentional action during interaction with a gaze-based inter-
face by using machine learning.
6.3.1 Procedures of testing
Dataset of experiments
The experiments of classification tasks are conducted in offline mode.
It means that we do not record and stream eye tracking data di-
rectly from eye trackers to SVM training and testing module. We
use an existing dataset that plays a role as training and testing data.
This dataset was originally taken from other works collected for
problem-solving activities [64]. The detail of procedures of how to
extract data is presented in [27].
The dataset consists of gaze data of 12 participants each of
which has length of 10-20 minutes. In the dataset, there is one
column named Event key that denotes when the users pressed the
button in order to confirm their intention as interaction. We label
our data as intention or non-intention based on this column.
Bednarik et al. [27] conducted experiments also using that dataset
for training and testing tasks. The model of a participant was tested
on other ones and adapted accordingly. We can call it personalised
classification, but in our experiment, we shuffle all feature vectors of
all participant together and conduct experiments that can be named
as person-independent classification.
Apparatus
The dataset was recorded by using Tobii ET 1750 at sample rate of
50Hz. For fixation and saccade detection, we deploy I-VT algorithm
with 100 millisecond of duration threshold and 100 degree/second
of velocity threshold. For cloud setting, we use nodes having a
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configuration the same as the experiments of real-time heatmap
rendering from many eye trackers in Section 6.2.1.
A single computer used in experiments is Macbook Pro 2010 (2.4
Core 2 Duo, 4GB of RAM memory). We implement SVM algorithm
based on LibSVM [65] written in Java.
Procedures
We conduct the same steps in both the single computer and the
cloud cluster.
1. Reading data from the dataset. On the single computer, data
is read directly on its hard disk, but for the cloud cluster, the
dataset is sent to the cloud cluster through the Internet.
2. Detect fixations and saccades from the dataset by I-VT algo-
rithm. On the single computer and each node of the fixa-
tion group (Figure 5.6), I-VT illustrated in Figure 2.3 is imple-
mented.
3. Three consecutive fixations and their saccades are packed to
become a sequence. If the middle fixation is labeled as in-
tention, a sequence is call intentional one. Otherwise, it is
marked as non-intentional one.
4. 13 features are computed on each sequence that become a
feature vector with label as intention or non-intention corre-
sponding to its sequence. The list of features is presented in
Section 2.2.3.
5. Feature vectors are divided into two group. The first one
containing 80% number of feature vectors is used for train-
ing step, and the remainder become the testing data for SVM
classifier.
6. In order to create general classification, we shuffle all feature
vectors in each group.
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7. For SVM training, firstly, the feature vectors are scaled in
range of [-1, 1]. Since radial basic function (RBF) [65] is used
as kernel function, there are two constants: C and γ that need
to be searched for the best model. We run a grid search whose
ranges are [-5, 15] for C and [-15, 3] for γ in 4 steps. We run 5-
fold cross validation to calculate accuracy. The model having
the highest accuracy will be used for the testing step.
8. With the model obtained in the previous step, we start pre-
dicting for the testing data. F-Score of predicting [66] is used
for evaluation.
6.3.2 Experiment results of SVM training and predicting
Dataset statistics
Our dataset is considered as unbalanced one, since the rate between
intentional and no-intentional sequences is 1/5.
• Number of sequences: 18275
• Intentional sequences: 2962
• Non-intentional sequences: 15313
The training file contains 14616 feature vectors and the testing file
has 3659.
Experimental design
In order to compare performance between a single local computer
and the cloud cluster in aspect of loading data and computation,
running time of reading data, features computation, training, and
testing are measured for comparison. F-Score (with Recall) [66]
is also referenced to evaluate how well SVM predicts. We do not
use Area Under the Curve (AUC) [67] since it can be a misleading
measure of the performance of predictive distribution models [68].
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Loading
data
Feature
computation
Training time
(scaling and grid search)
A single
computer 987 7992 3061165 (∼ 51 minutes)
Cluster of
5 nodes 53261 4862 600776 (∼ 10 minutes)
Cluster of
10 nodes 55281 4810 390639 (∼ 6.5 minutes)
Table 6.5: Average loading, feature computation, and training time in
milliseconds.
Average loading, feature computation, and training time
Table 6.5 presents running time of each step. Loading time on the
single computer outperforms with 6 times faster than time of send-
ing data to the cloud cluster. However, feature computation of the
cloud cluster (5 and 10 nodes) is faster nearly twice compared on
the single computer. For scaling and grid search task (training), a
single computer took approximately 51 minutes to find the best
constants of C and γ. By contrast, that time decreases to only
10 and 6.5 minutes when running on the cloud cluster of 5 and
10 nodes respectively. Both the single computer and cloud cluster
found C = 32768 and γ = 0.125, with accuracy rate of 97%.
Average predicting time, accuracy, and F-Score
Table 6.6 shows predicting time of the above training model and
accuracy rate, F-Score and Recall of results. The accuracy (ACC)
on both a single computer and the cloud cluster is the same, nearly
96%. Since we used a unbalanced dataset, high accuracy rate is
not reliable measure. Therefore, we provide also F-Score and Recall
measures. The F-Score and Recall of cloud cluster is higher a little
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Predicting time Accuracy (ACC) F-Score Recall
A single
computer 681ms 95.5% 0.855 0.86
Cluster of
5 nodes 1151ms 96.78% 0.90 0.87
Cluster of
10 nodes 1061ms 97.24% 0.90 0.88
Table 6.6: Average predicting time, accuracy, and F-Score.
than of a single computer.
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7 Discussion
This chapter is dedicated to discuss what are benefits, limitations,
and requirements of the cloud solution for eye tracking analysis.
7.1 EXPERIMENT RESULTS
7.1.1 Fixation detection
Table 6.1 shows that one single computer can perform better than
the cloud cluster when number of concurrent eye trackers is small.
The reason is that I-VT algorithm is not too complex and can be
done fast on a single computer while there is certain time used
for communication and transferring packages between nodes of the
cluster that makes the delay time longer.
For 500 and 1000 eye trackers, the small delay time of the cloud
cluster is not surprising, because computation tasks are distributed
to many machines. However, how many times the cloud cluster
performed faster might be informative for references.
7.1.2 Heatmap rendering
Based on the Figure 6.3, cloud computing is necessary when num-
ber of gaze data increases to large-scale size. However, for small
amount of gaze points, the cloud cluster run more slowly than
single PCs did because it takes time to transfer data between the
nodes. As a result, time for sending packets between cluster nodes
is bigger than rendering time. Rendering time on the cloud cluster
fluctuated a little due to unstable network speed. If network con-
nections between cluster nodes are fast, rendering time will further
decrease.
The experiments of static and dynamic stimuli proved that the
proposed cloud computing architecture succeeded in aggregating
data from many eye-trackers. For heatmap rendering in real-time,
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we discovered that an optimal duration of a time segment is 500
milliseconds since its delay time is acceptable (¡ 500ms). When time
segment is short, for example, 40 or 100 milliseconds, overloading
of the cloud cluster leads to long running time. New packets of
gaze data must be put in queue and wait for a certain time due
to too many new packets coming. However, small time segment
provide heatmap results in more detail over time.
In the experiment of real-time heatmap rendering, we used 10
slave nodes on the cloud cluster. Due to the easy scalability of
cloud resource, the number of slave nodes can be increased dynami-
cally. From the Figure 6.3, the computation performance can be im-
proved by adding more slave nodes, so we believe that more slave
nodes are employed, shorter duration of segment can be archived.
In the experiment with video stimulus, some rendered heatmap
videos lagged to play back due to overloading of aggregation on
the cloud. Some data packets from eye-trackers that are lost lead
to no heatmap result rendered. Time segments for dynamic stimuli
are necessary because heatmap has to be generated for each 1 or 2
frames of a dynamic stimulus.
7.1.3 Classification
Table 6.5 shows that for the loading data of the cloud cluster, it took
a long time due to network connection. Compared with reading
speed from the hard disk on the single computer, uploading speed
cannot obtain such speed. In training step, workload of grid search
is distributed for computation on many machines and results are
aggregated later. That is why the cloud cluster outperformed the
single computer in the grid search of SVM.
On Table 6.6, accuracy rate of SVM predicting is quite high,
but it is not important measure because the dataset is unbalanced
between intention and non intention. However, F-Score and Recall
can prove our model is reliable, with approximately 0.90 and 0.87
respectively. Recall measure is the fraction of how many times SVM
classifier distinguishes intention data successfully out of number of
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intentional vectors on the testing test.
7.2 DESIGN CHALLENGES
Since a cloud cluster consists of many nodes, and message com-
munication is required to process parallel computation. Therefore,
running time of applications on the EyeCloud should include net-
work latency. When latency of sending messages between nodes is
much smaller than processing time, EyeCloud is completely suit-
able.
Designing algorithms running on the cloud cluster is also cru-
cial since it affects efficiency and performance of EyeCloud. De-
pending on the kind of problems, distributed algorithms should be
different. For example, the online fixation detection algorithm is
deployed on each node separately because its processes cannot be
paralleled, and each slave node handles a certain number of con-
current eye trackers. Otherwise, the algorithm of real-time heatmap
rendering is designed to divide computation into many small tasks
each of which is computed on a slave node. In order to leverage
cloud computing, distributed algorithms should run task in paral-
lel as much as possible.
For fixation detection on the EyeCloud, in order to merge short
fixations into a long one, fixation information such as timestamp,
duration and coordinates is stored on the Heap Memory (Java us-
age) merging node. When data of too many eye trackers is dis-
tributed to only one merging node, such node will be restarted. As
a result, some fixation will be lost. The number of merging node
and how to distribute data should be considered carefully. For ex-
ample, a merging node can handle 1 ∼ 50 eye trackers well. There-
fore, if there are 500 eye trackers, the cloud cluster should have 10
slave nodes.
For heatmap visualization, time segment of results should be
considered in order to obtain trade-off between running time and
detail in timeline of heatmap results. Low time segment can lead
overloading on the cloud cluster. To solve that problem, we can
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increase number of nodes on the cluster or time segment.
For classification with a prediction model, since the main tasks
taking a long computation time is scaling and grid search, number
of slave nodes assigned to compute those tasks should be maxi-
mum. For example, if there are 10 slave nodes, eight of them must
serve training computation.
7.3 BENEFITS AND LIMITATIONS
7.3.1 How fast the cloud computing can achieve
Based on experimental results presented in the previous chapter,
cloud computing helps decrease running time for analyses requir-
ing much computation such as computing intensity of each pixel
of heatmap rendering task, and grid search of SVM training. On
such tasks, the cloud cluster can outperform with 5-20 times faster
depending on the number of nodes being used.
On the other hand, when computation task is not compute-
intensive, but number of clients requesting for analyses is huge,
cloud computing can handle better than a single computer and de-
crease delay time as well as waiting time, for example, the experi-
ment of fixation detection from many eye trackers in which waiting
time is reduced by nearly 90%.
7.3.2 When we should use the cloud computing
Benefits of cloud computing are clear, but we should not move all
tasks on the cloud instead of using local computation and memory.
Depending on kinds of analysis tasks, we can only use cloud com-
puting for some parts to increase performance in aspect of running
and delay time. There are the following cases in which we should
not use cloud computing:
1. When data uploaded to the cloud is big, but computation task
does not take long time.
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2. When algorithms of computation task on the cloud require
many communication messages that can lead to slow speed.
3. When number of clients requesting for analysis does not reach
to hundreds.
7.3.3 Synchronization issue
The EyeCloud system have to preserve eye-trackers’ timestamps
and re-synchronize the recordings of user’s gaze with the content,
especially for real-time heatmap rendering. It is a difficult issue and
a matter of future works. In our current implementation, we use a
simple synchronization technique for viewers’ gaze data as follows.
Gaze data from many viewers comes to the cloud cluster at dif-
ferent timestamps. We solve this problem by using a pair of identifi-
cation (IDs). Each participant will have one unique userID and each
time segment of gaze samples also have another unique segmentID.
We match all gaze samples by using pair (userID, segmentID). For
video stimulus, we add frameID to the identifier part of each time
segment. Triple IDs (userID, segmentID, frameID) are used to analyze
which gaze samples belonging to a video frame.
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8 Conclusion
8.1 SUMMARY
Eye tracking is known in usability and psychology studies and of-
ten used mainly in laboratories for researches related to human
visual system, cognitive process, and human-computer interaction.
Researching in eye tracking is quite active with highly promising
research works and much attention, but to our knowledge, there
has been no eye tracking technology so far that can be used widely
in everyday life since eye tracking is suffering from slow local com-
putation of huge data aggregation and analysis that are preventing
it from online processing and pervasive usage. It is time for eye
tracking technology to escape from laboratory environment and ap-
plied widely in the wild. With such motivation, we proposed cloud
computing solution that can overcome slow local computation and
speed up eye tracking applications. We built a cloud-based archi-
tecture (EyeCloud) in which real-time eye tracking applications can
be deployed.
To solve the problem of immediate processing of eye-tracking
voluminous data, we propose a cloud-based eye-tracking architec-
ture that collects data from multiple eye-trackers, regardless on
their physical location, and enables automatic real-time processing,
evaluation and visualization rendering of incoming eye-tracking
streams. The experiments of our implementation of EyeCloud on
Amazon EC2 show advantages of cloud computing compared to
single PCs in aspects of data aggregation, running time, and delay
time.
Benefits of cloud computing are proven through our experi-
ments, but we should not move all analysis tasks to the cloud in-
stead of using local computation. Depending on size of computa-
tion tasks and requirements, we can decide which parts should be
computed on the cloud computing.
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8.2 FUTURE WORK
Our implementations have not contained storage components yet
since the current works aim to real-time computation on the cloud
computing. Future works can involve deploying applications us-
ing Hadoop framework on the top of the cloud cluster to enable
offline and batch processing for applications such as eye-tracking
recommendation system and classification with feedbacks that re-
quire storage modules. Other directions of our future works will
involve synchronization issues and distributed algorithm designs.
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Abstract
Heatmap is one of the most popular visualizations of gaze behav-
ior, however, increasingly voluminous streams of eye-tracking data
make processing of such visualization computationally demanding.
Because of high requirements on a single processing machine, real-
time visualizations from multiple users are unfeasible if rendered
locally. We designed a framework that collects data from multi-
ple eye-trackers regardless of their physical location, analyses these
streams, and renders heatmaps in real-time. We propose a cloud
computing architecture (EyeCloud) consisting of master and slave
nodes on a cloud cluster, and a web interface for fast computation
and effective aggregation of the large volumes of eye-tracking data.
In experimental studies of the feasibility and effectiveness, we built
a cloud cluster on a well-known service, implemented the architec-
ture and reported on a comparison between the proposed system
and traditional local processing. The results showed efficiency of
the EyeCloud when recordings vary in durations. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first solution to implement cloud computing for
gaze visualization.
CR Categories: I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image
Generation—Display algorithms;
Keywords: Heatmap, Cloud computing, Real-time
1 Introduction
In eye tracking analytical solutions, such as Tobii studio, SMI
BeGaze, or Ogama, evaluation and visualization tools are com-
monly available right after recordings are conducted and provide
insights into the recorded gaze behavior. Currently, computational
demands of eye-tracking data processing and visualization are high
and continuously increase with the duration of recordings and num-
ber of participants in a study.
Once eye-tracking becomes pervasive, processing of data frommul-
tiple participants and multiple concurrent eye-trackers will increase
the computational load beyond the resources of a single computer.
Current analytical solutions provide output only offline with long
preparation, processing, and rendering times; the prolonged post-
processing becomes inconvenient when working out of lab. For ex-
ample, participants at a multi-party video conference would bene-
fit from real-time gaze-enhanced interaction during the conference,
rather than just receive post-hoc videos of gaze replay.
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We present a system architecture leveraging cloud computing that
enables eye tracking experiments and applications to generate
heatmap visualizations in real-time from multiple sources of gaze
data concurrently. This system is targeted for large-scale gaze data
aggregated and implemented using distributed computing architec-
ture.
Cloud computing and storage where everything can be accessed,
controlled, and processed through the global Internet becomes in-
creasingly popular. Cloud computing solutions can overcome slow
local computation and speed up eye tracking analysis applica-
tions. Also, cloud users can be provisioned with computing re-
sources such as RAM memory and CPU speed as much as they
require [Terry 2011].
Many other research fields such as video, image, and speech pro-
cessing as well as machine learning and human-robot interaction
currently investigate the feasibility and benefits of cloud solu-
tions [Chen et al. 2011]: Pereira’s [2010] implementation can re-
duce total encoding time for a 2-hour video from 7.5 hours to 2 min-
utes on Amazon EC2; Moise [2013] system can handle 100 mil-
lion images for fast retrieval. Possibilities of cloud computing as
a concept have also been introduced in the eye-tracking commu-
nity [Vrzakova and Bednarik 2013], however, practical implemen-
tations have not been previously reported and evaluated.
One of the demanding analyses for eye-tracking data is a heatmap
visualization. While the heatmap algorithms are algorithmically
simple, the rendering time depends on the volume of gaze data and
size of stimulus. In this paper, our approach is to build a system that
can help aggregate multiple source of eye trackers, divide gaze data
into smaller units, and then process them into each single machine
of a cloud cluster. The heatmap results can be accessed in real-
time, but we do not describe that implementation in this work due
to limited space.
The contributions of this paper are following: 1) we introduce an
architecture for eye-tracking analysis on the cloud, 2) provide data
aggregation from multiple eye-trackers regardless of their physi-
cal location, and, 3) compare cloud performance with the heatmap
analysis on a local computer.
2 Eye-Tracking and Massive Data
One of the most related previous research to our paper is the real-
time heatmap visualization of Duchowski et al. [2012] that benefits
from GPU architecture to parallelize rendering. Its implementa-
tion used Gaussian point spread function with 2 ∗ σ kernel size.
The implementation decreases time complexity to O(1) for each
gaze point in the step of accumulation of intensities and O(logn)
for finding maximum of the normalization step. However, this
approach is unfeasible to aggregate data from many remote eye-
trackers. Additionally, the visualization concerns short segments of
the original stimulus (e.g. on a frame-level) and it remains to be
seen how the system performs with longer segments of input data.
Bednarik et al. [2011] presented a multi-gaze framework to help
show gaze points in remote computers and improve communica-
tion and collaboration. However, this framework does not provide
heatmap visualization. iComponent [Sˇpakov and Miniotas 2008]
records eye-movements from different eye-trackers and later visu-
alizes the gathered data but it can work only locally and in offline
mode.
Although economical aspects of eye-tracking data analysis are not
yet significant, we believe that in near future the pervasiveness of
eye-tracking will integrate them to many end user devices and thus
create demands on the methodology of eye-tracking data analysis.
The presented architecture and experiments below show how such
a transition can be helped using cloud-based solutions.
3 EyeCloud Architecture
The EyeCloud system consists of two main components: an in-
terface for eye-tracker clients and a cluster on the cloud, as illus-
trated in Figure 1. Gaze data from eye trackers is sent to the cloud
cluster through the Internet where they are analyzed and results are
returned back to the interface. The cloud cluster consists of mas-
ter nodes and a number of slave nodes depending on the required
performance. On the cluster one can implement any framework
or algorithm that serves distributed computation. In the EyeCloud
framework, eye trackers regardless of their physical location can
send data through the Internet.
Internet 
Master 
Node
Slave 
Node
Cluster on the cloud
Slave 
Node
Slave 
Node
 
 
User interface 
Getting results from the cloud 
Eye tracker 
(Location A) 
Eye tracker 
(Location C) 
Eye tracker 
(Location B) 
Gaze data 
Figure 1: EyeCloud architecture consists of two main components:
a user interface for eye-tracker clients that helps aggregate data
and a cluster on the cloud to process data. Locations of eye trackers
are not the same. They can be located anywhere connected to the
Internet. Analysis results are returned through the Internet by using
a web-user interface.
3.1 Distributed frameworks and ETU driver
Regarding the cloud cluster and numerous nodes, it is necessary to
set up a framework on the top in order to control and process data
effectively and with fault-tolerance. Parallel computations were im-
plemented using two popular distributed frameworks: Hadoop that
tends to serve offline and batch processing and Storm that is specif-
ically designed for real-time processing.
Hadoop is open-source software for reliable, scalable, and dis-
tributed computing [Bialecki et al. 2005]. Hadoop runs applications
on systems consisting of thousand of nodes involving thousands
of terabytes of data. Furthermore Hadoop distributed file system
facilitates high data transfer speed between nodes and enables to
continue operating uninterrupted processes in case of node failure.
Hadoop is therefore suitable for a massive file analysis.
Storm represents an open source distributed framework similar to
the MapReduce of Hadoop. It supports real-time computation com-
pared to batch processing ofMapReduce and is compatible with any
programming language supporting the Storm framework. Storm
is suitable for real-time computations and high-scalable and fault-
tolerant systems, easy to integratable with other frameworks.
Connection between eye trackers and network applications is usu-
ally facilitated using proprietary SDK’s and system-specific API.
However, ETU driver [Sˇpa 2006] working as a software layer al-
lows connecting end-user applications to eye-tracker manufacture’s
API. Developers can thus control and easily access eye-tracking
devices using the ETU driver. ETU driver serves here as a middle-
layer between the user applications and a cloud cluster.
4 Standard and Cloud Heatmap Algorithm
Heatmap generation algorithms are based on two closely inter-
connected methods: gridded AOIs and topological landscape for-
mulas with Gaussian function. Using the gridded AOIs principle,
a stimulus space is divided into an array of rectangular AOI cells.
Those cells are filled with dwell time of gaze data or number of fix-
ation, received in the certain cell. Color of each cell is determined
by cell value. This kind of heatmap is usually rough with sharp
borders between hot and cool areas [Holmqvist et al. 2011].
4.1 Standard heatmap algorithm
The Gaussian topological function generates smoother heatmaps
and thus, with no surprise, became popular among commercial
products, like Ogama and SMI BeGaze. The Gaussian function
is defined as below:
G(x, y) = exp(− (x− xi)
2 + (y − yi)2
2 ∗ σ2 ) (1)
For each raw gaze data or fixation (xi, yi) on a stimulus, the above
function calculates intensities of surrounding pixels (x, y) of the
stimulus image. The spread of pixels receiving more intensity from
(xi, yi) is defined as kernel size, the sum of all intensities on each
pixel than generates an array of intensities. Color of the stimulus
image pixel is based on a proportion between the pixel value and
the maximum intensity.
Time complexity and quality of heatmap results depend on sigma
and kernel size constant values. Sigma is known as variance. As
illustrated in Figure 2, a low value of sigma creates a lot of small
spots with wide cool area, while a high value results in very few hot
spots and heatmap is colored uniformly. Kernel size is the second
constant in the Gaussian function. Figure 3 shows that a narrow
range creates many small heated spots, while a wide range gives a
smoother heatmap. The rendering time will be longer if the kernel
size is large because intensity of more pixels around gaze samples
need to be computed. In this work, we test the kernel size in range
of [100, 200] and the sigma in range of [25, 50].
4.2 Heatmap algorithm on cluster
The Storm framework is set up on the top of cloud cluster, there-
fore the traditional heatmap algorithm must be adapted to the dis-
Sigma = 60, kernel = 160 Sigma = 10, kernel = 160 
Figure 2: Heatmap sample using different Gaussian sigmas: low
value of sigma creates a lot of small spots with wide cool area; high
sigma creates very few hot spots and uniform coloring.
Sigma = 40, kernel = 40 Sigma = 40, kernel = 320 
Figure 3: Heatmap sample using different kernel size: narrow size
makes many small spots, while wide size gives a smoother heatmap.
tributed environment. Nodes on the cluster are divided into three
groups: pre-processing, aggregation, and storing groups. The pre-
processing nodes are responsible for receiving gaze data, calculat-
ing intensity for each gaze coordinate, and transferring to the next
group. The aggregation nodes receive intensity data, accumulate
them, and emit them to the next group. The last group of nodes
stores the results; the storing nodes receive the accumulated data,
normalize and colorize them, and finally store heatmap images.
Figure 4 presents heatmap algorithm in detail with thread of data
processed and transferred between nodes, a pseudo-code of the al-
gorithm is described in Figure 5. Three classes corresponding to
three groups are deployed on each node respectively.
Pre-Processing Group 
-  Receive gaze data 
-  Calculate intensity I(i,j) 
for each gaze 
coordinate 
-  Emit to next group 
Gaze data 



 



 
Aggregation Group 
-  Receive intensity data 
-  Accumulate received 
data 
-  Emit to next group 
Storing Group 
-  Receive accumulated 
data 
-  Normalize and colorize 
-  Store heatmap images 



 
Storage 
Intensity  
I(i,j) 
Intensity  
I(i,j) 
Accumulated 
Intensity  
Accumulated 
Intensity  
Figure 4: Heatmap Algorithm on the Cloud: nodes are divided
into three groups, each of which is responsible for different tasks:
pre-processing, aggregation, and storing group.
5 Experiments
To demonstrate EyeCloud and the adapted heatmap algorithm, as
presented in Section 4.2, we implemented the same algorithm us-
ing the Gaussian spread function on a single local computer. Exper-
iment data consists of files with a varying number of gaze points,
which were exported from a reading study.
  1: class PreProcessing 
  2:  method execute(tuple) 
  3:   Get gaussianWindow[kernel size][kernel size] 
  4:   Get gaze data in tuple 
  5:   Get id from tuple 
  6:   for each gaze coordinate (x,y) do 
  7:    intensity[i][j] += gaussianWindow(x - i, y – j) 
  8:   Emit(id, intensity) 
  9: class Aggregation 
10:  method execute(tuple) 
11:   Get intensity array from tuple 
12:   Get id from tuple 
13:   accumulateIntensity[i][j] += intensity[i][j] 
14:   Emit(id, accumulateIntensity) 
  15: class Storing 
  16:  method execute(tuple) 
  17:   Get accumulated intensity array from tuple 
  18:   Get id from tuple 
  19:   Find maximum intensity (normalization) 
  20:   Colorize and generate a heatmap image 
  21:   Store the image 
/* Tuple contains gaze samples.   
   (i, j) denote coordinate of one pixel of heatmap image outputted */ 
 
Figure 5: Pseudocode of Heatmap algorithm for Cloud: Prepro-
cessing, Aggregation, and Storing classes are deployed on each
node of pre-processing, aggregation, and storing groups, respec-
tively.
5.1 Dataset and system setup
We use a dataset of gaze samples from reading study, where the
participant (age 25, male) read a Tobii guidebook as the stimulus.
The study was recorded five times, each of recordings lasted five
minutes and generated over 100,000 samples. The recordings were
performed using the Tobii TX300 eye-tracker (300Hz, binocularly).
The cloud system was set up on Amazon EC2 with the cloud clus-
ter consisting of 10 nodes with the following configuration (type
c1.medium [Amazon 2013]): 5 ECU (each 1.2 GHz), 1.7GB RAM
memory, moderated network speed. Connectivity between eye-
trackers and client was performed by ETU driver [Sˇpa 2006].
5.2 Results
Figure 6 compares the rendering times consumed by the cloud clus-
ter and local PCs when processing the same input source files.
The input dataset consists of raw samples (here denoted as gaze
points) exported from a reading study experiment, recorded by To-
bii TX300 Hz eye-tracker binocular. With number of gaze points
smaller than 5000, the rendering on single computers was faster
than using the cloud cluster. However, the advantage of rendering
on the cloud cluster compared to local PCs becomes clear when the
input exceeds 5000 and 20000 gaze points, as measured in exper-
iments with Macbook 2.4 GHz Core 2 Duo and PC 3.2 GHz core
i5, respectively. Another findings suggested that the rendering time
of the cloud cluster fluctuates around 2-4 seconds regardless on the
size of data files, which is a bearable delay for such large dataset.
6 Discussion and Conclusions
Experiment results. Based on Figure 6, cloud computing is neces-
sary when number of gaze data increases to large-scale size. How-
ever, for a small number of gaze points (under 5000), the cloud
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Figure 6: Cloud computing vs. local PCs: the same data files con-
taining different number of gaze data-points exported from a read-
ing study experiment are used as input for the heatmap algorithm.
With number of gaze points smaller than 5000, running time of ren-
dering on single computers is shorter than on the cloud. However,
the speed of rendering of the cloud cluster becomes faster when
number of gaze-points is bigger than 5000 and 20000 for experi-
ments on a 2.4 GHz Core 2 Duo and a 3.2 GHz core i5, respectively.
Rendering time of the cluster fluctuates around 2-4 seconds.
cluster runs more slowly than single PCs because it takes time to
transfer data between the nodes. As a result, time for sending pack-
ets between cluster nodes is longer than the actual rendering time.
Rendering time on the cloud cluster fluctuated a little due to unsta-
ble network speed. If network connections between cluster nodes
and between source and clients on the cloud are fast, the total ren-
dering time will further decrease.
The experiment showed that the proposed cloud computing archi-
tecture succeeded in aggregating data from many eye-trackers. As
a side note, we have also implemented a real-time heat-map ren-
dering prototype using the proposed architecture. For heatmap ren-
dering in real-time we discovered that if an optimal duration of a
time segment is 500 milliseconds or longer. When time segment is
small, for instance 40 or 100 milliseconds, overloading of the cloud
cluster leads to long running time. New packets of gaze data must
be queued and wait for a certain time due to too many new packets
incoming. However, small time segment provide heatmap results in
more detail over time.
Design challenges. Since a cloud cluster consists of many nodes,
extensive message communication is required to manage parallel
computation. Therefore running time of applications on the Eye-
Cloud is subject to network latency. When latency between nodes
is much smaller than the processing time, EyeCloud is well suitable
for a variety of pervasive eye-tracking research problems. Design-
ing algorithms for eye-tracking on the cloud will thus become a new
research venue.
The length of a time segment of heatmap visualisation should be
considered in order to obtain trade-off between running time and
the level of detail in the timeline of the heatmap results. Short time
segments can lead to overloading of the cloud cluster. To solve that
problem, one can increase the number of nodes on the cluster or
increase the duration of the visualizer segment.
From a technology design point-of-view, the infrastructure design
and its effects on the future cloud-based processing will be another
path of research. For instance, an accessible and stable network
highly influences this particular approach to heatmap rendering and
thus also forms a bottle neck of any pervasive eye-tracking cloud
computing solutions.
In the future work, we will focus on data synchronization issues.
The EyeCloud system will have to preserve eye-trackers’ times-
tamps and re-synchronize the recordings of user’s gaze with the
content. Other directions of our future work will involve deploying
Hadoop framework on the top of the cloud cluster to enable offline
and batch processing for applications such as eye-tracking recom-
mendation system and classification.
In conclusions, to solve the problem of immediate processing of
eye-tracking voluminous data, we propose a cloud-based architec-
ture that collects data frommultiple eye-trackers, regardless on their
physical location, and enables automatic real-time processing, eval-
uation and visualization of incoming eye-tracking streams. The
experiments of our implementation of EyeCloud on Amazon EC2
show advantages of cloud computing compared to a single PC in
aspects of data aggregation and running time.
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